
Freeland Shooting Mats

Deluxe version has two foldable leg flaps and a front flap to keep 
dirt off of you and your equipment. 

Roll Up Mat

The Freeland Shooting Mats are the best shooting mats 
made, and they’re made in the USA by Americans. 

Freeland Mats have heavy duty internal padding that will not 
breakdown so you do not need to worry about the padding wear-
ing out when you put your elbows in the same spot over and over 
again. It’s made with soil and water resistant material with sure 
grip gray rubber pad measuring 25″ x 21″ over the shooting area. 
It measures 26″ x 6 feet long. Meets NRA, NCAA, and ISSF rules 
for highpower and smallbore shooting events. A quality mat with 
an outstanding value. 

Deluxe Roll Up Mat



MAT-RU Roll Up Mat Flat Rubber $75.00
MAT-RUB Roll Up Mat Bumpy Rubber $75.00
MAT-RUD Deluxe Roll Up Mat Flat Rubber $85.00
MAT-RUDB Deluxe Roll Up Mat Bumpy Rubber $85.00
MAT-CA Deluxe Carry-All Mat Flat Rubber $90.00
MAT-CAB Deluxe Carry-All Mat Bumpy Rubber $90.00

Gray Rubber is 
much cooler to 
shoot off of then 
hot black rubber 
when it sits out in 
the sun. 

Bumpy Rubber Water 
Resistant Top

Water 
Proof Bottom

Heavy water-
proofing on the 
bottom of the 
mat is perfect for 
when you need to 
shoot off of damp 
or wet grass.

Water beads up 
on mat’s cloth 
surface allow-
ing you to shake 
your wet mat off 
if you get caught 
in the rain.

Our tie strings are nearly 
unbreakable so you will always 
be able to roll your mat up with-
out needing any extra hardware.

Carry All Mat
The Carry-All Mat looks just like the Deluxe Roll 
Up Mat however it folds into thirds instead of 
rolling up. It’s made to carry your equipment 
inside the mat and has a drag strap. A very 
popular mat for the smallbore shooter.


